One of the advantages of empirically-grounded theory is to provide a deeper understanding of natural events. This is true both of the physical and social sciences, and especially of economic theory. We examine an empirical event in economics in 2016, called the "Panama Papers". Reports on the event provide material for an empirical case study about the international financial grid, focused upon the use of dummy corporations in "dark money" international-capital-flows. We analyze the case though a topological model of the international financial grid.
Putin of Russia. The organization said reporters at 100 news media outlets working in 25 languages had used the documents to investigate the law firm, Mossack Fonseca, and its clients, including political figures in countries like Iceland, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. It is not illegal in many cases to have offshore bank accounts. But they are used in some instances by wealthy individuals and criminals to hide money and business transactions, and to avoid paying taxes" [2] .
Background: Model of a Financial Grid
As shown in Figure 1 , we recall that what is particular to financial markets is a time-dimension; and this allows a financial market to deviate, over time, from price equilibrium to disequilibrium. In a financial market, financial products of capital assets are traded, and a capital asset has two economic values-current rent and future liquidity. Over time from T 1 to T 2 , trading in the market can move from a price-equilibrium point to price disequilibrium, when a market gets hot and traders borrow money to purchase the asset at higher and higher prices [3] . TIME   PRICE EQUILIBRIM  POINT AT TIME T1   PRICE EQUILIBRIM  POINT AT TIME T2   DISEQUILIBRIUM PRICE INCREASING  OVER TIME DUE TO THE SEQUENCE:  HEDGE FINANCE  SECULATIVE FINANCE  PONZI FINANCE FINANCIAL BUBBLE TIME T1 TIME T2
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The debt can be in increasing percentage of asset price as the market gets "hot". This is possible by using greater leverage in the loans that traders obtain to trade in the market. Debt makes a financial process operate. Yet one aspect of debt can destabilize the process; and this is "leverage". To increase profit, traders use debt to finance the purchase of capital assets. Profits can be increased through financial leverage; and this is the financial rational of "leverage" (more "present-debt" toward greater "future-wealth"). However, as shown in Figure 2 , when present-debt is too large (too highly leveraged), it might not create future-wealth but, instead, bankruptcy [3] [4] .
One can use a disequilibrium model of a financial market as the central piece in modeling how the products of that market are produced and sold. This is the basic economic role of investment banking, to create and sell financial products of capital assets. As shown in Figure 3 , the investment bank process can be depicted in systems notation, with a "disequilibrium financial market model" in the middle of the system-with a demand side and a supply side [1] . The financial market is composed of financial products created by investment banksproducts which match capital supply (demand side) to capital need (supply side). The investment bank creating financial products for a financial market is the center of the systems model. To the right side (supply side) of the systems model are sellers of capital assets, and to the left side are buyers of capital assets (demand side). Investment banks provide the banking intermediary creating the financial products which sell capital assets to buyers.
In systems notation, the "cloud" symbols are "sources" as origins of things entering the "flow" of the system-things which flow along the "arrow" lines of the system. The "rectangle" symbols are stocks of things which receive, send, or hold the things flowing along the arrows. The "circle-with-triangle" symbols are "control valves" which control the "rate-of-flow" of things along the arrows of Figure 2 . Disequilibrium pricing in a financial market over time. SUPPLY   DEMAND   DEMAND   SUPPLY   TIME   PRICE EQUILIBRIM  POINT AT TIME T1   PRICE EQUILIBRIM  POINT AT TIME T2   DISEQUILIBRIUM PRICE INCREASING  OVER TIME DUE TO THE SEQUENCE:  HEDGE FINANCE  SECULATIVE FINANCE  PONZI FINANCE   FINANCIAL  BUBBLE   TIME  T1   TIME  T2 F. Betz "capital" from a source of savers to a source of asset sellers, through the intermediary of the creation and trading of "financial products"-products created by investment banks and traded in a financial market. The "price-disequilibrium" aspect of the investment process model is that in the financial market (which over time might go into a financial bubble due to trader speculation in the market), then a Minsky moment occurs when the financial bubble collapses.
PRICE QUANTITY
To model the demand side of financial products, the source of savings are individuals who make deposits in commercial banks, and the commercial banks purchase financial products. Also other financial institutions (mutual funds, hedge funds, pension funds, insurance companies) purchase financial products.
The interest rate on the financial product is the controlling rate for its purchase by commercial banks and financial institutions. Commercial banks also make leveraged loans to traders in the financial market; and the trader's purchase of financial products is then held as collateral by the banks. Commercial banks use interest from a financial product to pay interest to their savings depositors.
This models the abstraction of "Wall Street" in terms of a price-disequilibrium systems model of a financial market-created in the process of connecting the supply side (sellers) to the demand side (buyers), with investment banks acting as financial intermediaries. [5] .
The stability of the commercial banks can then depend (1) upon the quantity of financial product purchased by the bank and (2) TIME   PRICE EQUILIBRIM  POINT AT TIME T1   PRICE EQUILIBRIM  POINT AT TIME T2   DISEQUILIBRIUM PRICE INCREASING  OVER TIME DUE TO THE SEQUENCE:  HEDGE FINANCE  SECULATIVE FINANCE  PONZI FINANCE   FINANCIAL  BUBBLE   TIME  T1   TIME  T2 QUANTITY is a kind of money-laundering filter that lets the City get involved in foreign dirty business but at sufficient distance to minimize the stink" [6] .
In and, sometimes, the infamous. In January, a prosecutor investigating the sweeping corruption in Brazil publicly called their law firm "a huge money launderer" [7] .
With the lack of financial regulation in Panama under the corrupt dictatorship of Noriega, the law firm of Mossack and Fonseca was able to expand their law service for secrecy and money-laundering in the international financial "black market". The firm, Mossack Fonseca, was built on assurances of bulletproof privacy for its clients. But its operations were laid bare this week by a vast leak of millions of documents that have helped expose the proliferation of shell companies and tax havens for the world's wealthiest people" [7] . The benefits of successful operations in a black market can be huge: providing wealth, prestige, and political power.
As Thus in the model of the international financial grid, this example illustrates that it is lack of proper regulation and enforcement that allows financial black markets to exist and be profitable, Figure 6 .
Dark Money in International Financial Flows
Traditionally, the term of a "black market" for finances has been used for foreign currency exchanges in countries which tried to control an official exchange rate far above "market" levels. In the case of secrecy in the international capital flow, a term of "dark money" has been used. For example, Tom Burgis wrote: "Dark money: London's dirty secret. An insider at a Swiss bank warned Britain's financial watchdogs that bankers in its UK office were offering services that could facilitate tax evasion and money laundering. Did the regulators turn a blind eye?" [9] .
Regulation and enforcement is the key to the viability of "dark" financial markets. The desire of individuals to avoid taxes or hide profits provides the customers for a secretive market for financial flows-dark money. Yet regulation of UK banks for dark money operations wasn't occurring. Tom Burgess wrote: watchdogs that BSI bankers were using secretive techniques that could allow clients to conceal assets, potentially facilitating tax evasion and money laundering. The regulators took no public action against the bank ..." [9] .
The size and extent of the international financial dark market was also indi- Putin said allegations that his friends shuffled $2 billion among several shell companies were an American plot to undermine Russian unity. Mr. Cameron, whose father was a client of the Panamanian law firm, initially said he had not benefited from any "offshore funds," only to confirm later that he and his wife F. Betz had profited when they sold shares in an offshore trust for 30,000 pounds ($42,160) in 2010, the year he became prime minister. The dividends they earned were declared and taxed, Mr. Cameron said" [10] .
The New York Times Editorial Board wrote: "At its most basic, the U.S. law requires American citizens to disclose their foreign holdings and pay any taxes on capital gains, interest and dividends earned on those holdings. Noncompliance with the law is rampant: Unpaid taxes on foreign accounts are estimated at $40 billion to $70 billion a year. Emails and other correspondence between
Mossack Fonseca and some of its American clients discuss efforts to conceal assets and evade taxes" [11] .
Adding to the International Financial Grid Model the Role of Law Firms
From the data in the Panama Papers, one sees the important role that law firms play in facilitating the dark market in finance through offering services to set up and run shell corporations for clients desiring financial secrecy. Tuesday it would look into the reports that high-profile Russian individuals were beneficiaries of offshore companies" [12] . Some movement toward reform by governments occurred, but none sufficient to correct the international black-market in finance. The New York Times Editorial Board wrote: "In 2009, leaders of the Group of 20 nations, distressed by the global financial crisis, pledged to dismantle the tax havens that have allowed the world's richest people to avoid paying taxes. The United States and European governments were equally concerned about banks being used by tax cheats and criminals in a shadowy international financial system. In response, most nations have taken significant steps to make it harder and riskier to hide money overseas. The leaders of 132 nations have agreed to adopt an information-sharing standard developed by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Of those, 96 are expected to start sharing banking information over the next couple of years through an automated system designed to allow the tax authorities of participating governments to see the overseas holdings of their citizens. But one major international financial hub has refused to sign on-Panama. The recent leak of millions of documents from the Panamanian law firm Mossack Fonseca, which specializes in enabling shadowy overseas transactions, may change that. President Juan Carlos Varela of Panama announced Wednesday that his government will appoint a team of local and international experts to propose measures the country can take to "strengthen the transparency of the financial and legal systems'. Officials in Panama have pointed out that the American banking system has not been a model of transparency either. They are right. The United States remains one of the world's top tax havens. Several states have eagerly attracted foreign capital by making it easy to set up shell corporations and other legal entities that hide the identities of the owners. While the United States government has taken some steps to address this problem, they have been insufficient" [13] .
Reuters reported: "The European Commission will propose on Tuesday stricter rules on trusts to prevent tax evasion, according to draft legislation seen by Reuters, in a move that Britain has long opposed and which was deferred until after the Brexit referendum. The EU push to identify owners of trusts has been in the making for years but British Prime Minister David Cameron had succeeded in blocking past attempts by EU authorities, citing a need for privacy for British trusts used to manage inheritances ... Over the past weeks, the British government lobbied the Commission again to avoid a crackdown on trusts. The EU executive postponed the decision until after the June 23 referendum on EU membership" [14] . 
Conclusions
In this case, we can see the importance of a research methodology which connects economic case studies with topological models of economic processes. This approach integrates historical case-study descriptions with model analysis for "middle-range" economic theory. In this case, the middle-range economic theory for which the panama papers disclosure provides empirical evidence is that financial markets can have a dark aspect, black-markets, when regulation is absent or unenforced.
The use of historical cases in establishing the institutional context of economic theory has a long tradition. For example, Robert C. Merton and Zvi Bodie commented upon "historical context": (We) propose a functional approach to design and manage the financial systems of countries, regions, firms, households, and other entities. This is a synthesis of the neoclassical, neo-institutional, and behavioral perspectives. Neoclassical theory (middle-range theory) is an ideal driver to link science and global practice in finance because its prescriptions are robust across time and geopolitical borders. By itself, however, neoclassical theory (middle-range-theory) provides little prescription or prediction of the institutional structure of financial systems-that is, the specific kinds of financial intermediaries, markets, and regulatory bodies will or should evolve in response to underlying changes in technology, politics, demographics, and cultural norms.
The neoclassical model (middle-range-theory) therefore offers important, but incomplete guidance to decision makers ... [16] .
What Merton and Bodie meant by the phrase "neoclassical theory" is that social science theory (in their case, economic theory) needs to be constructed as valid in any society at any time-but not without context. They called neoclassical theory as "important but incomplete"-incomplete until societal context is added. This is because the "functional processes" of the institutional structures in specific societies may deviate from "ideal processes" (neoclassical theory)-due to behavior or "inefficiencies" of that society at that time. Behavioral patterns can create departures for the predictions (projections) of the neoclassical middle-range generalizations. All social theory (including economic theory) can be generalized to social structure/function representation (structural functionalism), which is context-dependent upon specific institutional contexts. Middle-range societal theory provides an "ideal" theory of how structure-functions can operate in any society-but is modified by an institutional context of the society. Systems models of institutional flows of capital enable the comparison of different historical cases-in order to generalize and depict middle-range economic theory as models.
Ideal social theory (such as perfect markets) is incomplete until context is added. Empirically-real economic theory is always context-dependent. This is why economic historiography in the form of "historical case studies" is empirically necessary to economics (and to all social sciences)-to provide the context-dependency of theory.
Without empirically-real economic models, economic policy can be ineffective. For example in 2000, the then Chair of the U.S. Federal Reserve System argued to the U.S. Congress that the derivatives market should not be regulated because all markets were perfect; and then the mortgage derivatives market subsequently collapsed the U.S. economy in 2008 [17] .
In this paper, we have depicted how the validity of a model of the international financial grid depends methodologically upon the integration of three research techniques: (1) economic theory formulated at a middle-range level, (2) economic theory validated by cases of historical economic experience, and (3) topological models of economic events providing the analytical framework to connect theory to reality. The Panama Papers event adds empirical information about the secrecy in models of the international financial grid.
